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n a sought-after community like Scottsdale, finding a Realtor is easy. But
finding one you trust to help you manage a deal worth hundreds of thousands—or even millions—of dollars? Not so easy. For far too many people,
however, choosing a Realtor to work with is about as scientific as picking a
name out of a hat.
There’s a better way, and Scott Gaertner is determined to help local residents
stop settling when it comes to working with a Realtor.

Blazing New Trails
Gaertner is a Realtor and associate broker
with Keller Williams Northeast Realty and
president of the Scott Gaertner Group.
He’s also racked up more than
30 years of in-the-trenches
experience as a top real
estate agent in the
Scottsdale area.
Gaertner, who
was born and raised
outside of Chicago,
attended the University
of Arizona and fell in love
with the region. He also fell in

love with phone sales, but he discovered
that real estate was a better fit for that
newfound sales passion, thanks to realty’s
growth opportunities and close working
relationships with clients.
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He’s risen to the top of that profession
with a combination of hard work and
a commitment to going well beyond
what’s required. “My business
philosophy has always been, ‘If
you want extraordinary results,
find out what the ordinary do—
and then don’t do it!’” he explains.

track record of exceptional results and
astonishing success rates. In his first year
selling new homes for a large builder, for
example, Gaertner sold 101 homes. He
became the first recipient of the Arizona
Homebuilders Association’s “Most Net
Units Sold Award”—an award that was
pretty much created for him. It turns out
nobody in the association had ever heard
of that many homes being sold in a single
year. Due to his continued sales successes,
Gaertner later was the very first to receive
the first Homebuilders Association’s
“Lifetime Achievement Award.”

Implementing groundbreaking
methods has resulted in a

Earning awards is impressive, but when
organizations create awards as a result of

Scott Gaertner leading the Buyer’s agency movement back in 1991
your success? That’s a whole new level of
achievement.
New construction isn’t the only niche
where he employed pioneering techniques.
Gaertner focused on the resale home
business by opening Scottsdale’s
first company devoted exclusively to
representing real estate buyers. When
the company launched in 1990, most
people hadn’t heard of the term “buyer’s
agency” or considered the benefits of buyer
representation. After years of teaching
and bringing much-needed exposure to
the idea, Gaertner’s revolutionary buyer’s
agency concept is now the accepted
standard of practice.

The Gaertner Group uses twilight photography
for all their listings because it creates more
compelling and interesting photography

Next up for Gaertner was tackling a more
traditional role within Keller Williams
Northeast Realty. Though conventional

real estate wisdom says to “specialize
in everything,” he again forged his own
path by concentrating on one zip code in
north Scottsdale. Applying his trademark
unconventional marketing methods and
strategies, he became the dominant agent
in that corner of the market—not only in
number of sales, but in pricing successes for
his clients.
He confesses to having an allergy to doing
things the way they’ve always been done.
That would be a problem if he hadn’t
proven time and time again that he could
find a new way and, more importantly, a
better way. Today, he uses that approach
to help clients find second homes, as well
as lifestyle and resort communities—
particularly those with a golf feature. In
fact, he’s writing a book on Scottsdale
golf properties. After all, he is the expert:
Gaertner has sold more of those properties
in north Scottsdale than anyone else. Not
by a little; by a lot.
He was decades ahead of the specialization
trend that now rules real estate. Gaertner
is what’s called “a hyper local geographic
farmer,” which sounds like an agricultural
term but is actually a real estate expression.
He’s cultivated a small area in north
Scottsdale for over 20 years and has seen
over those two decades the difference
local knowledge can make to a client’s
success. “Specialization in areas or niches
is so important now,” he says. “Home
listings are ubiquitous these days; buyers
can find them everywhere. But they need
information and experience.”

Proven Results
Gaertner firmly believes that when it comes
to hiring a real estate agent, experience isn’t

Arial photography gives prospective buyers a better idea of the surrounding area resulting
in more showings
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expensive—it’s priceless. He points out
that in Arizona, the requirements for
cutting someone’s hair professionally
include at least two years of high
school, 1,500 hours of instruction, and
passing a test. “To sell real estate—
most people’s largest investment—no
high school is required, you go to real
estate school for 90 hours, and then
pass a test,” he says. “This shows how
easy it is to become
a licensed agent
in Arizona,
which is why it’s
so important
to find an
expert in this
field. The person
you choose as
your Realtor can
make a huge difference
not only in your real
estate transaction, but in
your life.”
He’s found plenty of his peers who
want to sell real estate on the side,
rather than making it their sole
profession. Even Gaertner fell into
that trap in the beginning, admitting
it took him years before he told people
he sold real estate as a career. Once he
made the internal decision, though,
the way forward became clear: learn
everything and get going. “I love the
process of improvement,” he says.
“Staying cutting edge, finding the
newest and most effective techniques
available to maximize results—it all
comes down to commitment to the
cause and lots of practice.”
Speaking of practice, even though
Gaertner has a permanent spot in
the top 1 percent of his industry, he’s
always had a coach and participated in
Mastermind groups in order to keep
getting better. One thing he’s learned
is to surround himself with people
whose strengths are different than
his own. That’s why he hired a staff
that loves to attend to the millions of
minute details that come with putting
together a real estate transaction.
Gaertner? He’d rather be turning up
houses for his buyers and buyers for
his sellers.
That teamwork approach is one of
the keys to delivering exceptional
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client service. “Everyone on our team
has specific roles that contribute to
making the experience as easy and
profitable for the client as possible,” he
explains. “Our testimonials all speak
to that.”
It starts with an initial meeting,
where Gaertner gets a thorough
understanding of his client’s goals.
It’s essential to focus on their needs,
he says, because his competitive
side always wants to attract the
highest price for each seller.
That’s not what everyone
wants or needs,
though. “Some
people have
to sell fast, or
they don’t have the
wherewithal to do
what’s needed to get
the most money possible
from their home,” he says. “It
doesn’t matter what I want; it’s what
they want. After 30 years, I know how
to get the results they’re looking for.”
Gaertner has the experience, the
specialization, and the team to make
those results happen. His work within
a very narrow, specific niche in the
market for the past 25 years—highend, resort-style second homes in
north Scottsdale—is the secret to
exceeding every client’s expectation.
Sure, he has the knowledge to sell
ranches, commercial properties,
or parcels of land. But instead of
expanding to maximize his own
profits, the only thing Gaertner is
expanding is his market expertise
to provide even more value to even
more customers. “We really do make
a measurable difference for our
clients,” he says. “Helping people turn
what’s traditionally been a highstress situation into one of the best
experiences of their life is what it’s all
about.”

A Guaranteed
Experience
Statistics and testimonials are a good place to
start when considering prospective Realtors and
Gaertner’s team certainly has plenty of those.
But guarantees are even better. After 30 years of
innovating real estate in the Scottsdale area, Scott
Gaertner has developed techniques that are so
successful, he guarantees his results.
Some of his Buyer Programs:
• If clients buy any of his listings and aren’t
100 percent satisfied in the first 18 months,
Gaertner will buy back the property or sell it
for free.
• When clients buy a Gaertner listing, he’ll sell
their current home for free.
• If buyers aren’t satisfied with the Gaertner
team’s service, they can cancel at any time.
Some of his Seller Programs:
• An Above Market Value Guarantee means that
a client’s home will sell above market value, or
he’ll pay that client the difference in cash.
• If a seller isn’t satisfied with the Gaertner team’s
service, they can cancel at any time.
He can offer these guarantees because after honing
every aspect of his service for over 30 years,
practice has made (close to) perfect. Gaertner is
unapologetic about his constant pursuit of superior
techniques to highlight his sellers’ homes. “My real
love is finding ways to showcase the aspects of these
homes that will resonate on an emotional level with
buyers,” he says.
His team taps every possible website, flooding the
internet with presentations designed to jump off
of the page. One look at Gaertner’s houses and
it’s clear that his aren’t your average listings. For
starters, he exclusively uses twilight photography.
While it’s much more expensive than traditional
film work, twilight delivers so much warmth that
Gaertner happily absorbs the cost.
Another secret is aerial photography, which
beautifully illustrate exceptional locations. Then
there are his virtual tours—again, he uses the most
expensive one but feels it’s well worth it—as well
as maps that highlight points of interest near the
home and a floorplan and lot layout of every home.
“These are things buyers really want to know from
their computer screen,” he insists. “Nobody else
offers this combination of features.”

FOR MORE
INFORMATION,
CONTACT:
Scott Gaertner
Keller Williams Northeast Realty
480-634-5000
Scottgaertner1@gmail.com
www.ScottGaertnerGroup.com

The talented team at The Scott Gaertner Group

